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" The continuance of miracles and
.• spiritual gifts in the Christian Church
after the close of the Apostolic A¥e up to the
present time is a difficult subject." However,
this paper attempts to wrestle with t~e problem
to determine whether or not the sign-gifts are
here today. For some, this is certainly an
exercise in futility, since a miracle should be
expected on a daily basis . . A few have
suggested that none of the spiritual gifts
mentioned in the NT falls in the category of the
miraculous. 2 I will proceed on the assumption
that the gifts of prophecy, tongues, healing and .
miracles were indeed miraculous. 3 One group
that has recently come out with an unequivocal
position on this issue is the Assemblies of
Christian Brethren in Jamaica, some of whose
leading Bible teachers affirm the cessation of
the so called sign-gifts. 4
.
In the NT the sine qua non of Christian
initiation is the reception of the Spirit (Rom. 8:
9b). This is richly illustrated in the book of
Acts where we find new converts being
associated with the Spirit in one way or the
other (Acts 2:38; 8:14//; 19:1//). In some
instances, the reception of the Spirit was
accompanied by signs and wonders. In the case
of the Galatian churches, for example, the signs
are described as dunameis ('miracles', REB).
"This text shows that what Paul elsewhere calls
'signs and wonders' was also a regular and
expected expression of their life in the Spirit.
What we caIlnot know from this distance, of
course, is all that Paul would mean by the
phrase 'works miracles among you.' But the
phrasing elsewhere in the corpus suggests a
variety of supernatural phenomena, including
hea1ing."5
..
..
In the lengthy period following the Apostolic
era to the present, there have been many claims
and counter-clainis · with reference to the
controversial gifts. ]'his is mainly because the
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evidence for their continuance is inconclusive. During the. Patristic
period, Justin Martyr could talk about the ··prophetical gifts [which]
remain with us, even to the present time:" lranaeus likewise spoke of
some who udrive out devils [and] others [who] have forekIiowledge of
things to come; they see visions, and utter prophetic expressions [and]
others still [who] heal the sick". He even claimed the dead were raised
up uand remained among us for many years." 6 By way of contrast, there
are those, like Chrysostom in the 4th century, who spoke about the
obscurity of FirstCorinthians 12; such obscurity, asserts Chrysostom, is
partially due to the cessation of certain gifts.? But what seems clear is
that from the time of MOIitanus until the end of the 19th century,the
sign gifts, were never a part of any major movement. 8 However, ·"There
is enough evidence that some form of ·charismatic' gifts continued
sporadically across the centuries of Church history."9
Since the beginning of the twentieth century, which is generally
regarded as the starting point of the modem Pentecostal movement, the
question of the continuation/cessation of the sign-gifts has been
vigorously debated. lO The Pentecostal and Charismatics on the on~
hand maintain that all gifts are in vogue today, while many in the
m~nline churches, on the other, deny this claim. I I What are some of the
key biblical texts that bear on the issue?
.
There is at least one passage of Scripture that relates significantly to
the discussion: 1 Corinthians 13:8-13. The passage appears within a
chiasticstructllrewhich embraces chapters 12 and 14:
A.
A.

The need for diversity/unity - 12: 1-30
B.
The need for charity - 12:31-13: 13
The need for charity/unity - 14: 1-40

The central section (B) may be outlined as follows:
1 STANZA I: Love is Pre-eminent (13: 1-3)
1.1 STANZA II: Love is Perfect ;(l3:~7) :
1.1.1 STANZA Ill: Love is. Permanent (B:8-13)
In the ··poem,"I2 Paul makes the point that love. is of paramount
importance, before focusing on some of its qualities that immediately
relate to the Corinthian situation (4-7). Finally, the lasting value of this
virtue is underscored by contrasting it with the gifts of prophecy,
knowledge and tongues and comparing it with faith and hope (8-13).
The gifts will cease but faith, hope and -love-the greatest of the
three-will .not terminate. The main thrust, of this pericope then is not
to discuss the issue of the permanence of spiritual gifts but the
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supremacy of the grace of love . Nevertheless, it does make a
worthwhile contribution to the study of the question. Sensing this,
Ryrie, based upon his exegesis of verse 8, argues for the cessation of
tongues. He writes:
There are positive indications in verse 8 that tongues would
cease before prophecies and knowledge. Of prophecies (the
oral cOll1munication of God's truth ... ) and knowledge (the
special understanding of those prophecies) it is written that they
shall be done away (Katargeo ). Of tongues it is said that they
shall cease (pauo). Furthermore, the verb udone away"
indicates that someone (God) shall make them inoperative. The
verb u cease" used in connection with tongues is middle voice,
indicating that they would die out of their own accord.13
But when will these things be? According to verse 10 uwhen
. perfection comes." The term uperfection" is understood in several ways.
Close-of-the-canon view
. Vine, for example, believes it is a reference to the completion of the
canon. 14 For him there is no evidence of the continuance of sign-gifts
after apostolic times. Since the Holy Scriptures provide the people of
God with all that is necessary for ·guidance, instruction, arid edification,
there is certainly no need for these spectacular gift!;. A problem with
this view is that it does not accord well with the context and it gives to
uperfection" a meaning that is not attested elsewhere. (Cr. Eph. 4: 13;
Phil. 3: 15; Col. 4: 12, etc).
Completion-of-the~early-church-period view

According to Dillow, the NT writers viewed the gifts of tongues only
in connection with the uinfancy" period of the church. This means that
the gift would cease once the church reaches maturity.IS Support for this
view is sought in .verse 11: U... When I become a m@. I put childish
ways behind me" (NIV). When Paul usednepios (child) and ~ (man)
he was illustrating the transition of the church •• 'shaking off' ... the
parental restrictions ... and former dependent status ... " on Judaism. But
with the destruction of the temple in AD 70, all this was changed,
marking the cessation of tongues.
Dillow approaches the problem from still another angle when he
writes:
A careful reading of the ancient prophecies leaves one with the
definite impression thatthe l1liraculous as a way of life [will be]
characteristic of the · believer only during the Kingdom when
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Christ returns .... Since they were intimately related with God's
Kingdom, and since we are not yet in that Kingdom, the
miracles of the first century, including tongues, must be viewed
as temporary irruption of the Kingdom and not a norm for this
non-Kingdom age.
,

Dillow's first argument, while having an element of plausibility,
breaks down at verse 12 where the "perfect" is somehow related with
seeing' God "face to face. "16 His second line of reasoning seems
convincing in my estimation but it suffers from a truncated,
understanding of the Kingdom.17 As Erickson suggests, the Kingdom is
not just a realm (in the future), it is also a relationship (in the present). 18
Therefore, there might be more "irruptions" than Dillow cares to believe.
Cessation-of-life view
In wrestling with the same problem, Mare leaves room for another
possibility, "It seems more normal to understand teleion in v, 10 to mean
that 'perfection' is to come about. .. when the Christian dies and is taken
to be with the Lord (2 Cor. 5:1-10).,,19 Even if one accepts that 2
Corinthians 5 is dealing with the intermediate state, it does appear
incongruous 'to speak about this period as "perfect." Moreover, teleion
is not used in this connection elsewhere. 20 '
'
Consummation-of-the-ages view
Still another suggestion comes from John MacArthur who posits a
post-millennial understanding of "perfection."21 One wonders, though,
why the apostle would be concerned at this point with the eternal state
when he seems to say in I Corinthians 15 that the church age will close
at least a thousand years before. 22
.'
Coming-of-Christ view
A more adequate position is defended by Blomberg and Turner,23 that
is, teleion is a reference to the parousia. Carson also points out that
, verse 12b "entails a state of affairs where my knowledge is in some way
comparable with God's present knowledge of me."24 While this
position mayot be without difficulty itself, it does seem to do justice to
the context.
The difficulty is felt by all; thus Edgar, a cessationist,
confesses: "No Bible verse specifically states that tongues, signs, and
wonders will continue.... Nor is there a verse that specifically states
'
they will cease .... [Myemphasis]." 26
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If the question is approached from a theological angle, one that
reflects the New Testament eschatological orientation, there is promise
of more progress. For the NT writers,the apostle Paul in particular, ''the
decisive era in the fulfillment of God 'spromises ·. has been reached or
inaugurated in Christ, so that in some sense the fulfillment is already
present. But the consummation has yet to come and significant events
':
in God's :program are eagerly expected in the future. 27 "
If all this is granted, what good or purpose would sign-gifts serve
today? After all, if they o~ served to authenticate the preaching of the
Word as This We Believe . affirms, why would there be any need for
these spectacular endowments today? We may begin to answer this
question by pointing out that nowhere in the NT is it statedthat the signgifts were only intended for such a purpose, In fact, I Corinthians 12-14
places these gifts along side non-miraculous endowments which are
given to the church for edification. 29 In addition, they may be used in
carrying out the task of completely evangelizing the world while at the
same time serving to convince each generation of the reality of Ood.30
Ona more practical level it could also be pointed out that some of the
forces which hinder the process of edification may need the assistance ·
of such sign-gifts of miracles and healing to effect their removal. For
example, when Fred Dickason released his first book on angels,31 he felt
pretty certain that Christians could not be demonized (at .least in the
sense of being possessed). But in that same year he encountered his first
case of "possession" and. "since that time," he testifies, "I have
encountered more than 400 .cases of demonization ... '62 . Certainly in
situations like these the gifts of miracles and healings are not
superfluous.
... .
.
In conclusion, I think Abraham's counsel recorded in Luke 16:29-31
is still very applicable today: · But while miracles are not necessarily
needed in an evangelistic setting, a brother33/sister with pertinent gifts
may be called upon occasionally to minister accordingly; and the
sovereign Lord may choose to intervene in an unusual way ("Already')
though His full demonstration of power still lies in the future ("Not
Yet'). The Kingdom, then, inaugurated in the First Centtuy,34 may very
well be consummated in the Twenty First, with all its gifts and blessing.
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APPENDIX

CLA..§SIFICATIONOFSPIRITUAi.. (JIFTS

(Rom. 12:.t).;8~ 1 Cor. 12:4-31~ 13: 9-12~ 14:2t).;32~)pet. 4: lOt)
1,' DEFINITION
a, Source» God's grace (charisma fJrace-bestowal]; 1 Cor. 12:4)
b.Focus» God's people (diakonia [senice]; v. 5)
c. Effectiveness» God's power (energema [energy]; v. 6)
Spiritual gifts are Godcgiven abilities to serve the body of Christ effectively.'

11. DESCRIPTION
a. Gifts of Revelation (power to know)
* Di!!CCrnment--revelational ability (RA) to sense the divine/demonic
* Knowledge-RAto grunvital infOrmation
* Wisdmn - RA to give pruoo.nt, practical advice
b.

Gifts ofAdministration (power to ,lead)
*

*
*

*
*

Aposdespp ... pio~n~ ~bility in~e .~ of church-planting
Faith - exemplary and extra-ordinary reliarice on God
Helps -- special ability (SA) to serve
Pastor, -- SA to care for God's people
Leadersbip- SA to influence people for God's glory

c. GiflS of~tion(powerto say)
*..EvaJlgelisJll- SA to proclaim the gospel
* Exhortation __ SA to counsel
* Interpretati
SA to translate tongues
* Music - SA to "speak" in psalms, hymns,etc.
'
* Pro}lhecr- RAtot:~press thediyin~ , \Vin ' ,
* Teaching - ~A to impart contents and claims of Scripture

on -

d

Gifts of Demonstration (power to do)·
* eelibacy:-- SA t() ,serveinthis state
* Giving ,... gift of generosity
* Ht:~gs ... suPt:r/n/lUlraItheraPt:utic/ibilities
Intimacy - SA to.serve famiJy- and others
Mercy- ~J\ t°Prin~co~f()I1an.dcheer
* Miracles - SA to conduct exorcisms. etc;

Adapt~d. from .Dennis, Bemlett's The Holy Spirit and You (Eastbourne" , Sussex
Kingsway pub. 1974). ., '

